
 

 

RE: Safe Harbor Vineyard Haven Proposal 

LUPC Meeting Responses 

Martha’s Vineyard Commission Board 

 

MVC Board,  

Below you will find the list of questions forwarded to us by MVC Staffer Alex Elvin, which were 
raised during our meeting on June 27th, 2022. Given the short timeline we had to finalize these, 
we did our best to alter existing plans and provide as much clarity on the questions as possible. 
Vineyard Land Surveyors our Civil Engineering representatives were unable to turn around 
complete site drainage plans on such short notice. There were no architects able to form a 
complete site rendering, however, I did my best using Sketchup to visualize the project. I hope 
our site visit will support and/or answer these questions in more clarity and depth.  

 

1. List of existing or recent (within 1 year) tenants on the property, and statement as to 
where they will relocate.  

1. John Thayer 
1. John Thayer cabinetmakers has been a long time tenant, we have been 

working with him during previous ownership and we have been fully 
transparent regarding our future plans. When speaking with John about our 
original timeline we planned on putting space aside for him at our Edgartown 
location, in the event this project evolved quicker than his building plans. 
Johns Son, Nate recently moved back to the island with hopes of continuing 
the cabinet business. This past year they purchased a lot in Tisbury and they 
are well underway with planning and permits for erecting their new building 
on that land. According to John they are currently set to move into their new 
building late fall of 2022. (See statement attached)  

2. Gary Demers Signs 
1. Gary came to us in 2019 looking for a new place to set up shop after being 

abruptly asked to leave his last tenancy. We offered him a storage space that 
we felt would be a good fit for him. He was given notice at that time that we 
were making plans for development. I have been keeping him up to date as 
plans have fallen through and as new plans developed after our acquisition 
last year. This spring he made arrangement at the Douglas property at 5 



corners to open shop there, a much more viable location for his business. He 
vacated his space with us as of 7/1/2022. 

3.  Bob Stafford  
1. Bob Stafford is looking for a place to relocate. He was notified of and been 

kept up to date on the project since early in his tenancy. In speaking with Bob 
this week, he had found a place to move, however, declined to move in light 
of where we are at in the permitting stage. He is hopeful he will find a place 
that suits his needs as we get a little more clarity on the projects timeline.   

 

2. List of work that has already occurred onsite (new fuel tank, etc.). 
1. This spring, after being referred to the MVC, we submitted a separate request 

for Determination of Applicability to CONCOM to upgrade and move our existing 
fuel tank and wash shed. Completion before the season start was critical to the 
continued operation of our business. We met with CONCOM in April where they 
voted that the project was not applicable, Negative Determination and that we 
were good to proceed, given Fire Department and Fire Marshal permitting and 
approval. 

2. We began that work immediately and completed work on May 20th, 2022. We 
installed the fuel tank and moved and installed a new wash shed to house the 
electrical and wash water recycling system that we use to treat and reuse the 
bottom wash water.  

 

3. Plan and narrative for public access, including as required under Chapter 91.  
1. We currently allow and promote walking through and across the property to 

either access the water or get through to and from Beach Road and Lagoon Pond 
Road.  There are signs posted, in accordance with our Chapter 91 License, at 
entrance to the property, at the water’s edge at the corner of the basin closest 
to Lagoon Pond Rd.  (see attached picture) 

2. We supply a dingy dock in the marina for lagoon pond mooring customer to 
access their boats. (see attached picture) 

3. We have frequent visitors to the water’s edge feeding the ducks, launching 
paddle boards and kayaks to access the west arm of the lagoon. 

4. We have always kept dock access open and free in the winter months for 
commercial shell fishing boats to tie up.  

5. We offer transient day dockage if we have slips vacant. 
6. We offer transient mooring use when moorings are vacant. 
7. We have frequent pedestrians using the bridge that crosses over to the Tisbury 

Market Place and plan to keep that access open and viable for future use. (NOTE: 
We are unclear who owns the bridge and whose responsibility it is to keep it up. 



This last winter we propped it back up and fixed a few boards in an effort to keep 
any walkers from falling into the swamp) 

8. We promote and encourage use of our open space on the bulkhead, with 
covered picnic tables and chairs to enjoy lunch or just watch the boats. (see 
attached) 

9. Our continued efforts around the property aim to create open access for boaters 
and the like to enjoy the water.  

 

4. More detailed narrative about pollution controls, including any efforts to limit toxic 
paint, and how the project will maintain at least the current health of Lagoon Pond.  

1. Dry stack operations offer many environmental benefits alone: 
1. Racked boats do not require bottom paint,  
2. Since they do not sit in the water, they reduce the risk of an accidental 

discharge of waste , oil or other pollutants 
3.  Rack boats are more likely to be washed on land, reducing soap and other 

contaminants into the body of water they reside in.  
4. Rack boats are safer during storms, protecting the waterfront they might be 

moored on, reducing property damage in the wake of a storm.  
5. Rack boats have no risk of sinking when left un-attended compared to vessel 

stored in the water, such as mooring based boats, which are monitored less 
frequently, greatly reducing the risk of any environmental impacts. 

6. Rack boats are inspected more frequently for potential issues, such as leaking 
gear cases, trim assembly, trim tabs, etc. which also reduces the risk of fluids 
leaking into the water.  

2. Other beneficial results of this project and practices that we are already doing: 
1. Removes 10 boats from the water that are bottom painted to make room for 

valet staging. 
2. As part of our BMPS 3 years ago we transitioned to a low copper, water 

based bottom paint for all the vessels we service, even ones not in the 
marina. 

3. We are piloting copper free solutions, but have found other side effects with 
biocides, higher zinc which are proving to be less effective, creating more 
haz-waste in the fall during washing activities. 

4. We hold a required MSGP 2022 Storm Water Permit from the EPA. This 
permit requires a Storm Water Pollution and Prevention Plan (SWPP) with 
required training, monthly site inspections, quarterly water sampling from 
our runoff, and reporting those results to the EPA. This plan also outlines a 
myriad of BMPS that are associated with our industry that we must follow. 

5. We have a required Spill Prevention, Control and Countermeasures (SPCC) 
plan in place, which also required monthly checklists of the property, 
containers and tanks, including fuel tank. The plan directly addresses spill 



situations and proper spill control if there was to be a spill, as well as proper 
reporting agencies and guidelines 

6. We operate a mobile Pump out cart. 
7. We do not allow overnighting on boats, reducing the risk of potential waste 

discharge, in addition, many of the boats we store are day boats and do not 
support overnighting.  Due to the size of most of the boats stored with us, 
many do not have holding tanks with overboard discharge. 

8. We strictly enforce the no discharge rules for waste – if we suspect a 
discharge, we insert a dye indicating bio degradable pellet into the holding 
tank of the suspected vessel, to indicate a discharge. 

9. I (Chris Scott) has been Certified as a Clean Marina Operator by the 
Association of Marina Industries (AMI) and currently working through the 
verification process to Certify SHM Vineyard Haven as a Clean Marina. 

10. We perform painting and maintenance activities inside, we grind/sand with 
dust collection vacuums. We sweep up areas vs washing them down reducing 
contaminated water. The property has very little direct to water discharge, 
rain water is mainly contained through permeable surfaces.  

 

5. How will the boats be stored in the winter? If plastic wrap will be used, where will that 
be done, and how will the plastic be disposed of? 

1. Inside and outside 
2. We began a shrink wrap recycling program this past spring, in conjunction with 

Bruno’s and EL Harvey Waste Disposal. We were able to recycle, nearly 20 cubic 
yards of wrap.  Pictures of Dumpster attached 

 

6. Rendering (if possible by Wednesday) showing the site as seen from Lagoon Pond Road 
and/or the water upon completion. 

1. See attachments with views from Lagoon Pond Rd 

 

7. Make sure all plans are all oriented the same way. (I would recommend orienting to 
match the VLSE site plan, with north to the right).  

1. See edited plans attached 

 

8. Total proposed boat rack capacity, including all racks. 
1. We currently have 85 rack spaces for Winter Storage 
2. We currently use 50 rack spaces for Summer Valet Rack 



3. Proposal is to add 40 new rack spaces.  (net 30 additional boats given slip 
reduction) 

 

(NOTE) There are a number of racks that are unusable for the types of boats that use 
the valet rack program, these racks are located on our upper work pad and pose risk to 
operators and vessels when traveling up and down the ramp. Demand has been for 
space for larger vessels, which do not fit on our current rack systems. The proposed new 
rack system is specifically designed for these bigger boats (up to 35’). 

9. Number of current and proposed boat slips. 
1. 56 slips 
2. 56 proposed ( unchanged) 
3. 6 currently used for Valet Rack 
4. 16 planned for Valet Rack 

 

10. Total existing and proposed impervious area on the site.  
1. Current Impervious: 37164 sq/ft 
2. Current Pervious – 61305 sq/ft  
3. Proposed impervious – 36664 sq/ft 
4. Proposed pervious – 61805 sq/ft 

 

11. Drainage plan showing drainage for entire site (if possible by Wednesday).  
1. The current site plan and water flow on property is attached. Due to the amount 

permeable surface on the property, almost all rain water goes into the ground. 
We have one outfall area (launch ramp) where we find some sheet (surface) flow 
during heavy rain events filtering through the gravel and down the launch ramp.  

2. Drainage Plan provided already for the proposed project, will only help increase 
and improve the drainage on the property with the addition of the gravel 
drainage under the rack system. 

 

12. Indication of existing and proposed bathrooms on site plan. 
1. The existing bathrooms are noted on the plan. There are no new plans for 

bathrooms. 

 



 

 

13. More specific housing proposal, stating where new employees will be housed. 
1. We currently own 2 parcels with 5 building on them in total to support 

workforce housing. 
1. 61 Lagoon Pond Rd 

1. Front – 3 Bedroom Apartment – Vacant while we recruit for a new 
lead technician 

2. Rear – 3 Bedrooms – Housing 5 seasonal staff members 
2. 80 Lagoon Pond Rd 

1. Cottage 1 – Studio- Houses a Full Time Technician 
2. Cottage 2- 1 Bedroom – Housing 1 full time employee 
3. Cottage 3 – 2 Bedroom – Housing 2 seasonal staff members 

2. We have approved sewer flow increase for 80 Lagoon Pond Rd, and working on 
plans to remove Cottage 3 and build 2 – 2 Unit, 2 Bedroom Apartments to 
support year round and seasonal help. 

3. We are actively looking for another single family or duplex on island to house 
future year round employees.  

 

14. Former uses of building 7 (on stilts).  
1. Since Purchase, this building has been vacant and inhabitable. The roof leaks, the 

floors are buckled, the ceilings are falling in, it smells of mold and many of the 
windows are rotted out and missing glass.  

 

15. Lighting plan or narrative. 
1. As part of this proposal, we are looking to add a wooden walkway along the 

bulkhead, where we plan to install additional dock pedestal lights, with water 
spigots. There are no plans to add any additional lighting. (picture attached of 
existing, LED lights used) 

 

16. Landscape Detail  
1. Proposed raised planter/ vegetation barrier along Lagoon Pond Road, to act as a 

divider and curbing. Planter will be lined with cobble stones on edge, similar to 
existing curbing and planter in front of admin office. It will contain native beach 
grasses, roses, beach pea and shrubs.  



 
John Thayer  

Box 1670, Vineyard Haven Ma 02568 
100 Lagoon Pond Rd 

508.627.0618 
john@johnthayer.com 
www.johnthayer.com 

 
 
07.04.22 
 
Re: Workshop at Safe Harbor VH 
 
To Whom it may concern,  
 
 
I have rented a space at the boatyard on Lagoon Pond Rd for the past thirty years. 
In the past ten years we have seen four separate owners.  
 
Each owner approached us with the same plan: removal of existing sheds to allow 
for additional rack storage. George Rogers, Prime Marine and now Safe Harbor 
have all seen that plan as the way forward. 
 
We incorporated this occurring in all of our plans for the past several years. The 
location and facilities at the boatyard have helped us operate a 
cabinetmaking/marine service business.  
 
Two years ago we began looking for a commercial lot that would allow us to re-
locate and own a building that would allow us to continue to operate our business 
into the next generation, with our son Nate. 
 
We were fortunate to find and purchase a commercial lot in Tisbury in September 
2021. We have been planning the build out and expect to have a building assembled 
in late fall of 2022. 
 
Chris Scott, from Safe Harbor has been straightforward and transparent with us, 
throughout this past two years.  
He has been clear about Safe Harbor’s plans, as well as extremely helpful about the 
time line. I couldn’t ask for anyone to be more considerate of our situation than 
Chris has been.  
His consideration has allowed us to implement a plan for relocation and a timeline 
that allows us to move directly from the Lagoon Pond building to our new site, 
without any undue hardship caused by Safe Harbor. 
 
Sincerely,  
John Thayer  

mailto:john@johnthayer.com
http://www.johnthayer.com/
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Parking Spaces = 10’ x 20’ 



SHM Vineyard Haven
100 Lagoon Pond Road
Rendering Looking North from Lagoon Pond Rd



SHM Vineyard Haven
100 Lagoon Pond Rd
Rendering Looking NE/E From Lagoon Pond Road



SWPP Site Plan with Water Flow



Public Access Signage 



Public Access 



Dinghy Dock



Waterfront Viewing/Waiting Area



Dock Lighting



Shrink Wrap Recycle Dumpster
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